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Figure S1 Comparison between the correlation coefficient used in this study and the conventional 

correlation coefficient 

Comparison between correlation coefficients calculated by the modified method used in this study and the 

conventional method (see Methods). CA1 pyramidal-pyramidal neuron pairs for each brain states are 

shown. Each dot represents a single cell pair. Note strong similarity between the two methods. R-value in 

each panel shows correlation coefficient between the correlation coefficients calculated by the two methods. 

Deviation from the identity line during RUN is in line with the idea that the correlation coefficient 

measured by the conventional method at the time resolution of theta cycle reflects to some extent the slow 

covariation of spike activity of two neurons (e.g., place field activity).  
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Figure S2. Magnitude of correlation coefficient of spike counts and firing rate of two neurons show 

strong positive correlation.  

Principal neuron-principal neuron (P–P), interneuron-interneuron (I–I) and principal neuron-interneuron 

(P–I) pairs are separately shown. Each dot represents a cell pair. Data for CA1 cell pairs during SWS are 

shown, but the same tendency was observed in all brain regions for all brain states examined in this study. 

R-values represent the correlation coefficient between absolute value of correlation coefficient and square 

root of product of two neurons firing rates. Red line: regression line. 
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Figure S3. Magnitude of synchrony index (center vs flanking) and firing rate of two neurons show 

negative correlation.  

Principal neuron-principal neuron (P–P), interneuron-interneuron (I–I) and principal neuron-interneuron 

(P–I) pairs are separately shown. Each dot represents a cell pair. Data for CA1 cell pairs during SWS are 

shown, but similar tendency was observed in all brain regions for all brain states examined in this study. R-

values represent the correlation coefficient between absolute value of synchrony index (center vs flanking) 

and square root of product of two neurons firing rates. Red line: regression line. N.S.; not significant. 
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Figure S4. Magnitude of synchrony index (real center vs jitter center) and firing rate of two neurons 

show negative correlation.  

Principal neuron-principal neuron (P–P), interneuron-interneuron (I–I) and principal neuron-interneuron 

(P–I) pairs are separately shown. Each dot represents a cell pair. Data for CA1 cell pairs during SWS are 

shown, but similar tendency was observed in all brain regions for all brain states examined in this study. R-

values represent the correlation coefficient between absolute value of synchrony index (real center vs jitter 

center) and square root of product of two neurons firing rates. Red line: regression line. N.S.; not 

significant. 

Figure S2 to S4 show that the relationship between magnitude of co-activation and firing rate depends on 

the methods to measure the co-activation. 
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Figure S5. Theta oscillations decorrelate spiking between neuron pairs.  

The same plot as Figure 2, but all cell pairs, regardless of statistical significance, are shown. (a) 

Distribution of pairwise correlation coefficient values of spikes in principal neuron-principal neuron (left), 

interneuron-interneuron (middle) and principal neuron-interneuron pairs (right) in different brain states 

(calculated using 50 ms time windows) are shown. Note a fraction of negatively correlated pairs, mainly 

during RUN and REM. Note also much stronger correlation between putative interneurons. CA1 data are 

the same as figure 1. (b) Fraction of cell pairs (±95% Clopper-Pearson confidence intervals) with positive 

or negative correlation coefficient  in different regions, layers and brain states. Positively and negatively 

correlated pairs are shown upward and downward, respectively. Note largest positive correlations during 

SWS and IMM (non-theta) states.  
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Figure S6. Theta oscillations decorrelate spiking between neuron pairs.  

(a) Distribution of synchrony index (center vs flanking) values of spikes in principal neuron-principal 

neuron (left), interneuron-interneuron (middle) and principal neuron-interneuron pairs (right) in different 

brain states (calculated using T = 50 ms temporal resolution). Only neuron pairs with significant cross-

correlograms are shown (P < 0.05, see Methods). Note a fraction of significantly negatively correlated pairs, 

mainly during RUN and REM. (b) Fraction of significantly correlated pairs (±95% Clopper-Pearson 

confidence intervals) in different regions, layers and brain states. Positively and negatively correlated pairs 

are shown upward and downward, respectively. Note largest positive correlations during SWS and IMM 

(non-theta) states.  
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Figure S7. Theta oscillations decorrelate spiking between neuron pairs.  

The same plot as Figure S6, but all cell pairs regardless of statistical significance are shown. (a) 

Distribution of synchrony index (center vs flanking) values of spikes in principal neuron-principal neuron 

(left), interneuron-interneuron (middle) and principal neuron-interneuron pairs (right) in different brain 

states (calculated using T = 50 ms temporal resolution). Note a fraction of negatively correlated pairs, 

mainly during RUN and REM. (b) Fraction of cell pairs (±95% Clopper-Pearson confidence intervals) with 

positive or negative synchrony index (center vs flanking) in different regions, layers and brain states. 

Positively and negatively correlated pairs are shown upward and downward, respectively. Note largest 

positive correlations during SWS and IMM (non-theta) states. CA1, CA3 and EC2 P-P pairs are the same 

as figure 3(c). 
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Figure S8. Theta oscillations decorrelate spiking between neuron pairs.  

(a) Distribution of synchrony index (real center vs jitter center) values of spikes in principal neuron-

principal neuron (left), interneuron-interneuron (middle) and principal neuron-interneuron pairs (right) in 

different brain states (calculated using T = 50 ms temporal resolution). Only neuron pairs with significant 

cross-correlograms are shown (P < 0.05, see Methods). Note a fraction of significantly negatively 

correlated pairs, mainly during RUN and REM. (b) Fraction of significantly correlated pairs (±95% 

Clopper-Pearson confidence intervals) in different regions, layers and brain states. Positively and 

negatively correlated pairs are shown upward and downward, respectively. Note largest positive 

correlations during SWS and IMM (non-theta) states.  
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Figure S9. Theta oscillations decorrelate spiking between neuron pairs.  

The same plot as Figure S8, but all cell pairs regardless of statistical significance are shown. (a) 

Distribution of synchrony index (real center vs jitter center) values of spikes in principal neuron-principal 

neuron (left), interneuron-interneuron (middle) and principal neuron-interneuron pairs (right) in different 

brain states (calculated using T = 50 ms temporal resolution). Note a fraction of negatively correlated pairs, 

mainly during RUN and REM. (b) Fraction of cell pairs (±95% Clopper-Pearson confidence intervals) with 

positive or negative synchrony index (real center vs jitter center) in different regions, layers and brain states. 

Positively and negatively correlated pairs are shown upward and downward, respectively. Note largest 

positive correlations during SWS and IMM (non-theta) states.  


